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TeC IoT Marketplace – Taking advantage of every prospect to connect more!

The Internet of Things, or IoT, alludes to the billions of
physical devices throughout the world that are currently
associated with the internet, all gathering and sharing
information. On account of the advent of super-cheap
microchips and the ubiquity of wireless / remote
organizations and networks, it's feasible to turn anything,
from something as little as a pill to something as large as a
plane, into a part of the IoT. Integrating these several objects
and adding sensors to them adds a level of digital intelligence
to devices that would be generally imbecilic, empowering
them to communicate real-time data without any actual
involvement of human beings. The Internet of Things is
making the fabric of the world around us smarter and more
responsive, merging the digital and physical universes.
TeC IoT Marketplace has been designed and developed depicting endless prospects of e-commerce
for multiple Businesses. TeC IoT Marketplace, with the emphasis on IoT technology, has limitless
potential. With the integration of diverse platforms (Payments, logistics, Messaging) – TeC IoT
Marketplace is of great importance to Merchants who are consistently seeking ways to promote their
products and services through numerous channels. Our IoT marketplace emphasizes IoT devices,
gathering and assembling Data for the clients (making informed marketing and finical decision) and
leads to a smoother and seamless user experience. It offers a wide variety of IoT products, and users
can select the best IOT solutions according to their specifications and requirements.

Product is designed to provide end-to-end Order Management which offers automation and
integration – across each advancement of the order journey. This allows brands to deliver consistent
customer experiences at scale across every single channel. TeC IoT Marketplace is a platform where
multiple merchants can be registered and managed. Along with multiple merchants, multiple product

categories feature is also one of the key benefits offered by IoT Marketplace. Fundamental aspects
of a successful marketplace are effective trust and secure progressions. The inclusion of fintech in
TeC IoT Marketplace is paving ways for consumers to easily track, manage and facilitate their finance
in a secure possible way. TeC IoT Marketplace offers to import a bulk of merchants from our wallet
platforms and also allows integration with 3rd party wallet platforms.

Why TeC IoT Marketplace?
▪

IOT
Our IOT marketplace emphasizes on IOT devices, gathering and assembling Data for the
clients (making informed marketing and finical decision), and leads to a smoother and
seamless user experience. It offers a wide variety of IOT products, and users can select the
best IOT solutions according to their specifications and requirements.
▪ End to End Order Management
Marketplace provides end-to-end Order Management which offers automation and
integration – across each advancement of the order journey. This allows brands to deliver
consistent customer experiences at scale across every single channel. This efficient domain
manages complete workflow from sales, purchasing, and delivery tracks all sales receivables
and purchase payables.

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

Multiple Merchants
Without a doubt, it's always been easy to make a store and trade products to customers
because the exchange of goods and services will be held between the two entities - merchant
and customers. Marketplace is an e-commerce platform where multiple merchants can be
registered and managed. The registered merchants will accomplish all standard features
required to run a marketplace including product inventory, request/order shipment,
payments, and so on.
Multiple Product Categories
Marketplace offers multiple product categories where products are organized in a specific
way. An online catalog provides product categories along with their details. Within those
categories, granular specifics like color, style, pattern are depicted for the consumer to be
directed to the right product.
Fintech
The e-commerce and financial services industry are a long way from being customer-friendly,
inherently. Be that as it may, with the contribution of Fintech, the adaptability and
accessibility of TeC IoT Marketplaces had boosted. Fundamental aspects of a successful
marketplace are effective trust and secure progressions. The inclusion of fintech in TeC IoT
Marketplace is paving ways for consumers to easily track, manage and facilitate their finance
in a secure possible way.
Integration with Mobile Wallets
Currently, Marketplace incorporates Ericson wallet platform but it can be integrated with any
specified 3rd party wallet platforms according to the requirements of our clients.
Easy Merchant Onboarding for Wallet Merchants
TeC IoT Marketplace offers to import a bulk of merchants from our wallet platforms. It eases
the way for them to register on our marketplace platform through a pre-fill registration
process. Although, Social Media registration process is also available for merchant
registration.
Escrow Management
TeC IoT Marketplace encompasses Escrow, a financial management system which includes
multiple partner accounts in a secure system. It incorporates a new digitalized transaction
system in Marketplace which involves 3rd party financial service industry. It resolves all
financial concerns by transparent transaction system.

TeC IoT Marketplace – It’s not a concept, it’s a Network!
E&S’s new TeC IoT Marketplace is redefined accessibility. Allowing all types of users to make
payments and purchase through its platform – IoT Marketplace is the real problem solver. Various
delivery and fulfillment methods are backed by a uniform payment method at the backend. Business
processes allow all types of customers to complete orders based on their convenience. Whether it's
Automated and rule-based Account Management, Payment Disbursements, or Profit Management –
TeC IoT Marketplace’s got it all!

